Belfast Childrenʼs Festival 2013
Event Report
“I was completely blown away by the festival. Itʼs the first time I was
able to participate in something like this with my little boy...I canʼt
wait until next year and will make sure even more of my friends
know about it.”
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Introduction	
  
	
  
This	
  report	
  summarises	
  Young	
  at	
  Art’s	
  largest	
  event	
  of	
  each	
  year,	
  the	
  reason	
  it	
  was	
  formed	
  as	
  a	
  company	
  
and	
  the	
  programme	
  it	
  works	
  hard	
  to	
  deliver	
  successfully	
  each	
  year.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  hard	
  to	
  imagine	
  how	
  far	
  the	
  
company	
  and	
  the	
  festival	
  has	
  come	
  in	
  fifteen	
  years,	
  harder	
  still	
  to	
  think	
  that	
  in	
  its	
  first	
  years	
  in	
  1998	
  or	
  1999	
  
noone	
  imagined	
  it	
  would	
  still	
  be	
  in	
  existence	
  today.	
  	
  And	
  yet	
  here	
  it	
  is,	
  and	
  more	
  imbedded	
  in	
  our	
  society,	
  
in	
  our	
  cultural	
  life,	
  in	
  our	
  tourism,	
  in	
  our	
  children’s	
  education	
  and	
  enjoyment	
  and	
  in	
  our	
  artistic	
  
development	
  than	
  ever	
  before.	
  
At	
  the	
  heart	
  of	
  the	
  festival,	
  the	
  driving	
  force	
  is	
  to	
  make	
  space	
  for	
  children	
  to	
  be	
  creative	
  and	
  inspired,	
  to	
  
wring	
  every	
  last	
  drop	
  of	
  excitement	
  out	
  of	
  an	
  event,	
  a	
  performance,	
  an	
  exhibition	
  and	
  to	
  open	
  up	
  worlds	
  of	
  
opportunity	
  and	
  possibility	
  for	
  and	
  with	
  our	
  young	
  guests.	
  	
  	
  
It’s	
  hard	
  to	
  put	
  it	
  all	
  down	
  in	
  a	
  report	
  but	
  this	
  should	
  give	
  you	
  a	
  snapshot.	
  
	
  
	
  
Ali	
  FitzGibbon	
  	
  
Director	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

“I wish there were more of this sort of thing in Belfast!
We loved it and are so glad it exists. Keep doing what
you're doing.”
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Vision,	
  Mission	
  &	
  Aims	
  	
  
Vision and Mission for Young at Art
The vision for the Belfast Childrenʼs Festival is to underpin the core vision of its parent
organisation, Young at Art:
For the arts to be central to how our children and young people grow as part of the wider
society
and to support its mission:
To bring artistic brilliance and adventure to children today and inspire creativity and
curiosity for their future

Aims
It delivers these through its aims, which in turn are expressed through a series of objectives and
actions. Young at Artʼs aims for 2011 - 2015 are:
•
•
•
•

To provide an annual programme of excellent arts activities and events for children and
young people in Northern Ireland
To place children and young people at the heart of the organisationʼs experiences
To champion the development of the arts for children and young people for the future
To provide sustainable management that is fit for purpose
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Background	
  &	
  Context	
  
Young at Art is a not-for-profit arts charity set up to plan and run the annual Belfast Childrenʼs
Festival.
Since 1998 over 371,000 children and adults have attended or participated in a Young at Art
activity in Northern Ireland. It is dedicated to making the arts central to how our children and young
people grow as part of the wider society.
Between each festival, Young at Art works year round to plan the festival programme, develops
projects with artists, children and other organisations, works with schools and communities on
education programmes and raises funds to put on activities that are accessible and affordable to
all.
2013 saw the 15th festival, running for eight days with a programme including theatre, dance, music
and visual arts, with activities curated for newborns up to early teens.

Summary	
  of	
  festival	
  	
  
Over eight days, the festival:
· mounted over 182 events, with a total of 86 free events and 96 ticketed events
· used 14 venues throughout the city
· hosted 3 exhibitions and supported family promotion for another 7 across Belfast
· was attended by 76,444 children and adults
· involved 98 local and international artists
· was supported by over 17 volunteers and 39 freelance staff
Most ticketed events sold out with an average capacity 77%. This included participation by over
1807 children from 46 schools and groups, 24 of which came from areas of high deprivation. This
built on Young at Artʼs year-round dedicated outreach and education programme, engaging with
schools and groups from areas of high deprivation. Attendance vastly outstripped projected figures
but this was effectively managed between the festival and participating venues.
71% of the audience came from the Belfast area in 2013, a slight increase from the 2012 festival.
Within the Belfast area, the highest overall percentage of bookings came from West Belfast
(including Shankill) at 25%, but the greatest concentration of attendees at a local area level came
from the Shankill and North Belfast areas.
24% of attendees came from Northern Ireland (outside Belfast) with 25 postcode regions across
Northern Ireland showing up in box office analysis. Belfast Childrenʼs Festival attendees from
outside Northern Ireland made up 1% of overall attendance although, with no external promotion
budget, this could be expected. Key in analysing these figures in % terms is that the overall
attendance across the festival was more than double that of previous years.

“My kids were captured from the first line and they are
still telling everyone about it.”
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Objectives,	
  Actions	
  &	
  Evaluation	
  
During 2011 – 2012, Young at Art devised an event plan for the 2013 festival which aligned it to its
company strategy and identified specific targets. The table below measures the relative
achievement of these targets and charts the evidence base on which evaluation has been
achieved. Overall, the festival was deemed successful in a range of key areas – artistic quality,
strategic impact, visitor attractiveness/customer care, audience experience.
Objective
To present
annual
international
arts festival as
NIʼs flagship
childrenʼs
cultural event

	
  

Action

Target for 2013

Evaluation/Evidence

Results

• Curate a high level

• At least 120 different events

• Festival programme
• Data analysis of ticket

• At least 182 events

international programme

• Establish a distinct
showcase element for NI
artists

• Invite galleries, etc to

programme targeted at family
audiences

• At least 4 gallery experiences

• Offer a programme with

programme to host at least 15
delegates

• Use eye-catching
activities in public spaces
to increase awareness
and convey spirit of NI/the
festival/children

	
  

• At least 60% of the

participate in the festival
at £0 expense to
organisation
wide-ranging engagement
for different audiences

To
strategically
position the
festival and its
impacts/benefi
ts

in different artforms for
children aged 0 - 13 years

• Work with partners to
develop key messages
and campaigns

• Devise a series of visible
strands through the
festival for different
stakeholders

• Engage in a series of
talks and presentations
on the purpose of the
festival

• Host industry activities for

throughout the week

• 1 x international delegates

sales

• Record of visitors and
feedback

• Registration and feedback
from international and
making space delegates

• Media impact

mounted, including 86
free events and 96
ticketed events

• 83% programme targeted
at family audience

• 3 exhibitions and
supported family
promotion for a further 7

• 3 x Making Space
itineraries and 1 seminar
involving 36 delegates

• 3 x Making space itineraries
to involve at least 60
delegates

• At least 3 key industry talks
and presentations

• At least 2 industry events at
the festival

• At least 3 written itineraries
for different stakeholders

• Stakeholder analysis
document by July 2013 to
inform activity

• Key messages document
drafted by August 2013

tourism, retail, education
and youth at festival
events

• Documented talks,
training and seminars by
video and photographs

• Attendance at festival
events by key
stakeholders

• Feedback from
stakeholders

• Evidence of stakeholder
engagement and support

• See above – 4 industry
itineraries and seminars
offered through festival

• Festival brochure
segmented into key
strands

• 4 x industry led talks
• Networking opportunities
for TYA NI delegates

• Stakeholder engagement
and support e.g. Arts
Council NI hosted
networking event for
international delegates

• Initial stakeholder
analysis partly completed
for 2013-14 business
plan.

• Key messages document
not completed but key
artform messages
delivered in brochure

• Specialist tourism, retail,
education and youth
events not delivered at
festival due to lack of
partners and resources
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Objective
To imbed
evaluation and
quality
assessment
into the
company
culture, putting
the artistic
experience
into context
for children
and young
people

	
  

Action

Target for 2013

Evaluation/Evidence

Results

• Devise overarching

• Evaluation system in place

•
•
•

Written evaluation

•
•

copy of pdf guide

• Key elements (Big Ears,
TYA NI Showcase and
Shankill Audience
Development
Programme) with
dedicated evaluation
reporting

evaluation systems that
measure impact and
quality

• Create reports that can
articulate the successes
and challenges of the
event

• Provide schools liaison,
teacherʼs info sessions,
resources and school
visits for primary and
special schools

• run at least two access
schemes to help families
and groups

• Engage with disability
groups to increase
access

(with external support subject
to finance)

• At least one comprehensive
event report with KPIs
outlined and measured

• Produce teaching resources
for free download

• Offer at least 1 teacherʼs info
sessions

• Run at least one hardship
scheme for schools/groups

• offer a community ticket
scheme in at least 10
locations in areas of high
deprivation

• Produce a pdf guide to the
festivalʼs accessibility

• Refine feedback systems • Run at least one on-site and
and provide staff and
volunteer training for
delivery

one online feedback systems

• Provide all staff and
volunteers with specific
training in customer care and
evaluation

•
•

Record of resources
documentation of
sessions with teachers
and parents

audience feedback (hard • YAA engaged in
copy and online)
continuous planning for
evaluation and roadFestival report
tested new methods
Record of training
during festival 2013
sessions

• 1807 children attended
from 46 schools or
groups, 24 of which were
in areas of high
deprivation

• 43% of schools and
groups who booked
responded to bespoke
schools/groups evaluation
survey (100% received
postal survey)

• 1 x teacher and educators
training session

• 1,300 education packs
distributed to schools
including bespoke
creative evaluation
process

• Hardship scheme and
community ticket scheme
offered
• 105 tickets booked
through Community
Ticket Scheme
• 419 tickets booked
through Friendship Fund
from areas of high
deprivation
• Dedicated audience
development programme
run in Shankill/Woodvale
area
• Post-festival e-survey
completed by 136
respondees
• 11,000 on-site feedback
tags completed, curated
to be child-friendly
• Dedicated training
completed for staff and
volunteers

• 1 x training sessions
offered to teachers &
educators

• Festival accessibility
guide not completed
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Objective

Action

Target for 2013

Evaluation/Evidence

· Offer an annual

· At least 2 seminars in

• Data records of bookings

To promote
critical
appraisal and
debate and
provide
networking
and support
opportunities
for artists

symposium and talks,
Making Space, to over
100 delegates

· Run an Open Call
scheme for emerging
artists to test out their
skills in front of audiences

· Offer at least 2
internships to work on the
festival and 10 student
bursaries for the
symposium

performing arts

Results

• See above re Making
Space programmes - 36
delegates supported
• Attendance at networking across 4
events
itineraries/events
• Follow-up evaluation with
• 2 performing arts
visiting delegates and
seminars/meetings
local artists/industry
arranged
representatives
for seminars

· At least 1 seminar on visual
arts

· At least 2 further meeting
opportunities

· At least 12
students/graduates supported

• Opening reception, 1x
dinner for TYA, 1x
reception at ACNI

· At least 60 delegates hosted
· At least 2 social networking
opportunities for industry

• Artist feedback/evaluation

· Engage with international

• Networking events with
delegates and industry
professionals

community to partipicate
in festival as artists and
promoters

• TYA NI evaluation report,
plus additional
documentation through
video and photographs

• Big Ears 2013

independent evaluation	
  

To develop
and
implement a
fundraising
strategy

• Segment key cost centres • At least 2 public and 1 private • Written strategy
of activity to establish
targets

• review income sources
and explore alternate
costings/in-kind
propositions

• devise written strategy
• Agree audience
development targets

• Develop multi-annual

multi-annual partner

document

• shift of costs from YAA to
delivery partners for key
components

• Secure EU funding for at least
one project

• Grow % occupancy by 10%
across ticketed events

• Written strategy for the
following years

• target-driven approach of
key staff

• Evidence of increased
sustainability

• Growth in advance
funding

• Ticket sales reports
• Contracts with key
partners

support relationships with
public and private sectors

• Review stakeholder
analysis and devise
comms plan accordingly

• Cement retail
partnerships for wider
public impact

• Target marketing and
media activity to attract
key markets (RoI, outside
Belfast)

• Maintain year-round
presence and grow prepromotion

company fundraising for
consideration by Board

• 1 public partners (3 multiannual) and 4 private
partners supporting
festival

• Partnership spreading
resourcing with other
strategic partners (coprogramming, etc)

• EU funding suspended in
January 2013

• Occupancy 77% in

	
  
To develop
and maintain
effective
promotional,
marketing and
lobbying
strategies

• Initial document on

• Written strategy documents

• Data analysis of ticket

for 2011-2015 and event
specific action plans

• Monitoring evidence of

• Secure 20 retail partners for
festival

• Attract 5% out-of-state
visitors to festival

sales
impact (media and
economic)

• Retail initiative shelved
until further notice due to
• Growth in online contacts, lack of resources
signups and pre-bookings • 1% from outside NI

• Attract 50% of attenders from • Agreements with media
outside Belfast

partners

• Grow media coverage by
10% on 2010

ticketed events
• Written strategy, business
plans and festival project
plans

• 28% from outside Belfast
Debrief meetings with
stakeholders and partners
held
• 916 new mailing list signups as of 30 April 2013.
• Breakdown of marketing
source from box office
data see table 1 for %s
• Press clippings archived
and media coverage
recorded
• Advertising value
equivalent calculated:
£33,236.84 (£33,645.84
on 2012)

• U105 Media partnership
equivalent £11,000.	
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Festival	
  Highlights	
  
International programme:
2013 saw dance, theatre and puppetry from the
Netherlands, Switzerland, and Belgium. Nevski Prospekt,
Theatre Sgaramusch and Het Filiaal presented work of
exceptional quality, with positive responses from local
audiences.

NI Showcase:
In association with Theatre for Young Audiences NI, this
specially curated programme of original theatre and dance
from throughout Ireland and Northern Ireland showcased
work from award-winning companies such as Replay,
Cahoots NI, Assault Events and the Abbey Theatre and
included two works in progress from local theatre
practitioners.
A delegate package was created to allow 36 industry professionals to experience all NI Showcase
productions, facilitating discussion and networking and opportunities to and share ideas.

Open	
  House:	
  	
  
A free creative open space with drop-in art workshops and storytelling in both English and Irish
was located in University of Ulster Belfast Campus. Open House took place daily throughout the
festival, allowing families, school and community groups to drop in to the space without booking
and take part in free arts activities.

“Wonderful experience! The ambiance was relaxing and
stimulating, visually and aurally beautiful and
entertaining.”
Visual Arts programme:
A special focus was given to encouraging children to visit the cityʼs galleries with a range of
existing exhibitions and special festival commissions. The augmented visual arts strand
successfully introduced new young audiences to venues and spaces across the city. Participating
galleries included PS2, Ulster Museum, Belfast
Exposed, Catalyst Arts, Platform Arts, Digital Arts
Studios, and The MAC. Two of the most striking
were Space Pups – an inflatable installation at the
Ulster Museum (subsequently retained until after
Easter at the Museum); and Catalyst Campsite, a
bespoke installation by Sinead Breathnach Cashell
at the Catalyst Arts Space.
The ʻMake a Day of Itʼ programme invited schools
and groups to maximize their experience of the
festival by building into their visit other free festival
activities such as attending exhibitions and a visual
arts workshop. The festival provided teachers &
group leaders with an itinerary for the day and an
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accompanying steward to guide the group through the dayʼs activities.
The MAC was a central hub for the festival, allowing children and families to experience a variety
of performances under the same roof as an internationally acclaimed exhibition of Andy Warholʼs
art. The University of Ulster provided a convenient near-by location to stage free drop-in art
workshops, encouraging cross-audience awareness of the various attractions staged across these
two venues. New qualitative evaluation formats were devised for the visual arts and gallery spaces,
aimed specifically at eliciting responses from children, and the visually striking feedback stands
were well received by venues and audiences.

Partnerships & Programming
Throughout the festival, Young at Art presented a
range of workshops and interactive activities,
many building on pre-existing relationships with
venues and organisations across the city, in
addition to new ventures and partnerships.

Partnership	
  with	
  the	
  Ulster	
  Museum:	
  	
  
For the first time in a number of years, the festival
paired up with the Ulster Museum, co-curating the
Space Pups installation and also collaborating on
a visit by the Finnish Pori Centre with a specialist
workshop on baby art “Colour Workshop for
Babies”. They also joined forces in an industry
discussion on arts in education.

Festival	
  in	
  a	
  Day:	
  	
  
Celebrating a relationship between Young at Art and the Belfast Waterfront going back over a
decade, Festival in a Day offered a whole festivalʼs worth of activities all under one roof, including
theatre, workshops, and author readings.

Moving	
  on	
  Music:	
  	
  
Working with Moving on Music, the festival was able to provide family-friendly musical experiences
for all ages and introduce new audiences to the diverse live musical offerings of Brian Irvineʼs
Ensemble and New Rope String Band.

Crèche	
  Course:	
  	
  
A playful and practical academic research project in association with PS2, investigating how artists,
parents and children can transform every day environments for play in self-organised playgroups
that are low-cost and easy to replicate in any space.

“It was excellent. It was one of the best activities I have
ever done with my son and gave me lots of ideas of how
to be more creative with his playtime.”
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Big	
  Ears:	
  	
  
Young at Art worked with the Sonic Arts Research Centre (SARC) to deliver a third year of postgraduate training for music/sonic arts students in facilitation skills, including a panel event of public
engagement professionals from across the UK discussing public art programme outreach in
communities. The project concluded with a day-long residency for children as part of the festival
and a concluding showcase.

Making	
  Space	
  (run	
  under	
  the	
  banner	
  “Industry	
  Events”):	
  	
  
Young at Art again offered a series of events primarily aimed at professional arts practitioners in
youth, education and research. Theatre practice was addressed through the NI Showcase with
TYA NI; Dance Focus was hosted in partnership with Dance Resource Base and Maiden Voyage;
while the Ulster Museum, Belfast Exposed and the Pori Centre, Finland came together to explore
exceptional practice in arts education. SARC partnered in a seminar on sound art and community
engagement.

“I was amazed how well thought out it was and it was
obvious the staff were experienced and enthusiastic.
Thank you!”
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Evaluation	
  &	
  Audience	
  Feedback	
  
Young at Art explored new evaluation methods through the festival and conveyed these to
core/freelance staff and volunteers through training. Qualitative feedback from children and adults
that attended the festival was captured by Young at Art through a new, visually appealing
evaluation stand, allowing anonymous feedback to be displayed in situ at each venue.
Feedback was also captured on-line via an online feedback survey. All those who provided
feedback were automatically entered into a free draw to win a £100 voucher for The Merchant
Hotel, Belfast.

Sample	
  of	
  comments:	
  
• My 6 year old son loved it especially the stories whilst lying on the bean bags. He heard a story
in Irish and was fascinated. Returned after going for lunch at his request. [Tea and Tales/Sos
agus Scéalta]
• It was superb - the children were engaged before they entered the drama studio by the
interaction in the foyer. They loved drawing on entry, and were so proud to see their work form
part of the backdrop. There was very little language involved, but a whole lot of humour pitched
at just the right level. [Hop]
• Egg was a beautifully poignant performance that touched my three year old child in a way that
nothing else had so far.
• Absolutely great experience for both parents and child. The events were well planned and
matched [my daughterʼs] development stage perfectly.
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• [Babble] was an intimate experience and the children really were the focus of the music and
images. The girls who sang were fantastic and so lovely with the babies…my boy was
completely enthralled.
Young at Art also benefitted from the attendance and participation in the festival of a range of
visiting international programmers and artists. In discussion with them, there was a lot of valuable
feedback about programme content, delivery communication and the range of artforms. Although
informal, it enabled Young at Art to successfully began a process of benchmarking itself against
other similar organisations.

Outreach	
  &	
  Education	
  
Despite a lack of dedicated funding, Young at Art has maintained an education and access
programme over many years, engaging directly with communities and families through playgroups,
schools and youth clubs, as well as engaging in larger community-based projects. In 2013, this
continued and the organisation commissioned Sally Maidment a free lance arts facilitator to
oversee a range of education support schemes to support schools and to develop teacher
resources for schools visiting exhibitions and performances. Alongside that, Young at Art offered
very practical support to all schools and groups, including:
Group discounting (significant given the already low costs)
•
Dedicated pre-booking service
•
Teacher Resources for all groups
•
On-site resources (pilot) for families to explore exhibitions
•
Bespoke one-day packages for groups with special arts activities included
•
Hardship fund for schools and groups from areas of high deprivation
•
Community Ticket Scheme (including info sessions for parents and assisted tickets run
through mothers & toddlers groups)

Over and above the general outreach activities, the company was also supported under the
PEACE III City of Festivals Programme to undertake a 10-month long engagement in the
Shankill/Woodvale area, doing a constant programme of consultation and contact activities that
has proved extremely valuable for both the community and the organisation.
All these elements went to support the growing diversity of the festivalʼs audiences. In recent
years, the festival has since a spike in its attendance from the Belfast City area however these
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have grown figures rather than replace those visiting from outside the city. Audiences have also
evolved over 7 – 9 years to reflect a broader demographic with significant increases in attendance
from areas of higher deprivation and low arts participation.

Festival	
  Management	
  
The pre-planning, fundraising and overall management was undertaken by Young at Art core staff Director (artistic/executive), General Manager (operations/policy/HR/finance) and Marketing &
Development Officer (press/marketing/distribution/sponsorship) with part-time support from a
finance/admin assistant (book-keeping/general admin). Within the year some of these core team
members changed and posts were temporarily filled until recruitment could be completed after the
festival. Existing approaches, written procedures and templates enabled the organisation to
expand significantly to bring on board a range of freelance staff in the months leading up to the
festival, covering aspects of event delivery, box office, production & technical management and
logistics.

“The staff as usual are really fab, they encourage the
children to take part and are really approachable.”
In addition to this, Young at Art engaged a team of voluntary interns who were assigned roles in
support of marketing, admin and operations support as well as assisting at events and workshops.
This provided a number of current postgraduate students a much-needed opportunity to explore a
career in performance and events. Around 39 freelance events staff were recruited to host
performances, events and assist with ticket sales. Many of these were people working in related
fields who will go on to be employed by Young at Art and other organisations. Support was
secured from participating venues for the delivery of events. Overseeing so many teams of staff
and volunteers, training them in procedures and ensuring a consistent approach across the
company was challenging but delivered a high standard of customer care and professional
operational management.
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Marketing	
  &	
  Branding	
  
In 2013 the Belfast Childrenʼs Festival began a threeyear rebrand, unifying the Young at Art and Belfast
Childrenʼs Festival brands and establishing a strong
two-toned visual identity. This was consistently reemphasised with high quality attractive design of festival
promotional print (brochure, postcards, adshels,
website) and consistent high visual identity on-site,
including crew/volunteer T-shirts and badges, banners,
leaflets and info points.
The 2013 festival marketing campaign rolled out over a
three-month period through advertising, direct mail and
online. It was supported by a strong PR campaign
generating significant local coverage and significantly
supported by in-kind sponsorship from the Festivals
Forum, McGowan Print, Clear Channel NI and
Paperjam Design.

A significant promotional schedule was also carried out in the month leading up to the festival.
Balloon hand-outs with promotional print were carried out in a number of retail outlets throughout
Belfast and the Greater Belfast Area. Other distribution was outsourced to maximise the capacity
for marketing across the province, but this was hampered by challenges working with the
company. However, supplementary distribution coupled with the visually strong rebrand for 2013
and a high visual presence around Belfast due to flags, adshels and billboards and print materials
proved successful.
Brochures were distributed to family-friendly retail outlets, hotels, cafes, visitor attractions, leisure
centres, arts & community centres and libraries etc. across Belfast and the Greater Belfast area,
brochures were also distributed in Antrim, Bangor, Ballyclare, Carrickfergus, Glengormley,
Holywood, Larne, Lisburn, Newtownards and Whiteabbey areas. An unprecedented number of
schools requested brochures to give to pupils, with over 2,000 brochures delivered to over 80
schools.
A direct mail campaign was also carried out with specially prepared information packs mailed to all
primary, nursery and special schools in Northern Ireland. Over 3,000 households signed up to the
Young at Art mailing list received a hard copy print brochure, while over 4,000 received regular enewsletters in the months leading to the event.
Of 576 Belfast Childrenʼs Festival patrons queried, 26% booked tickets for an event after hearing
about it online. The brochure remains the main marketing source cited by patrons when booking
tickets at 45% although informal evidence suggests that patrons book online after looking through
the brochure. Tickets were also sold through participating venues where appropriate and many
events featured in the venue or galleryʼs own promotional materials.

“It's a real highlight of the year - I always can't wait to
see what's coming.”
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